
$7,545,000 - 856 Diamond Street, Laguna Beach
MLS® #LG24004343

$7,545,000
4 Bedroom, 5.00 Bathroom, 4,420 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Laguna Beach, CA

Take in the breathtaking, expansive views as
you enter unparalleled luxury within a Mark
Singer, AIA,-designed masterpiece. 856
Diamond is a contemporary, approx. 4,420
square foot residence sited on a large lot in
the heart of the Woods Cove neighborhood.
Positioned with the unmatched coastline,
Catalina, and city vistas in mind, this
four-bedroom haven showcases the best of
privacy and luxury. The main level wows with
floor-to-ceiling glass surrounding the striking
open living area anchored by a large island.
The kitchen boasts all the desirable amenities,
from top-of-the-range appliances, including a
Hestan stove, to a discreet butler's pantry with
additional storage. Several outdoor spaces on
this level offer a multitude of al fresco
entertaining options, all with incredible Pacific
Ocean views as a backdrop. Dramatic in
proportion, the living area flows seamlessly
into the exterior dining patio, perfectly
positioned near the water feature. The private
primary retreat on this floor wows, with
expansive windows effortlessly framing the city
and water views beyond. Luxurious as it is
practical, this suite encompasses a spacious
bathroom with heated floors and a large
walk-in closet. Entertainment takes center
stage on the middle level of the residence.
Here, a secondary living area with an adjacent
deck and a movie projector promises
unforgettable movie nights. Two of the
secondary ocean-facing bedrooms feature
attached bathrooms and access to the outside.



The fourth, currently used as an office, is a
multipurpose space that can easily serve as a
bedroom. Rounding out thi

Built in 2003

Additional Information

City Laguna Beach

County Orange

Zip 92651

MLS® # LG24004343

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 5

Square Ft 4,420

Lot Size 0.21

Neighborhood OC - LAGUNA BEACH (92651)

Garages 3
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